All relevant data are within the paper.

Introduction {#sec001}
============

An increasing number of functional proteins are reported to have β solenoid structure, such as antifreeze protein \[[@pcbi.1005446.ref001]--[@pcbi.1005446.ref003]\], curli \[[@pcbi.1005446.ref004]\], and carbonic anhydrase enzyme \[[@pcbi.1005446.ref005]\]. Formed by winding the peptide chain in a left-handed or right-handed fashion, a β solenoid structure usually has a repeat unit consisting of 2, 3, or 4 β strands that are connected by turns \[[@pcbi.1005446.ref006]\]. Each of these strands form parallel β sheets with their neighboring strands. As a result, a β solenoid structure usually has two parallel β sheets with the strands facing in different directions. The interior of β solenoid structures contains apolar amino acid side chains that are tightly packed \[[@pcbi.1005446.ref006]\], sometimes even interdigitated \[[@pcbi.1005446.ref007]\], resulting in a predominately hydrophobic core structure.

Polypeptides in β solenoid structures have been used as building blocks of fibrils via controlled self-assembly in biomaterials applications. They have been used to create viral capsids of DNA strands\[[@pcbi.1005446.ref008]\], supramolecular nanotapes \[[@pcbi.1005446.ref009]\] and pH-responsive gels \[[@pcbi.1005446.ref010]\], which find biomedical application as matrices for human cells \[[@pcbi.1005446.ref011]\], Beta solenoids (for short: beta rolls) can form fibrillar structures via two different mechanisms: end-to-end assembly where the terminals are covalently attached to each other, creating a very long β solenoid, or sheet-to-sheet assembly where the sheets associate physically resulting in a stack. Peralta et al. \[[@pcbi.1005446.ref012]\] used the former type of self-assembly to generate micron length amyloid fibrils from spruce budworm antifreeze protein, a modified β solenoid protein. Beun et al. used the latter type of self-assembly to produced fibrils made of stacks of pH-responsive silk-collagen-like triblocks \[[@pcbi.1005446.ref013]\].

According to experimental reports, the dimensions of fibrils consisting of stacks of *Bombyx Mori* silk-inspired polypeptides with a sequence of (GAGAGAGX)~n~, where A and G stand for alanine and glycine, respectively, X is a polar residue and n is the number of repeating units \[[@pcbi.1005446.ref013]\] are consistent with β-solenoid structures stacked on top of each other \[[@pcbi.1005446.ref014]\]. To obtain a better understanding of the detailed structure of these fibrils, we recently investigated the β-solenoid structure formed by (GAGAGAGQ)~10~ via conventional molecular dynamics (cMD) simulations and found that the most probable structure formed by this sequence is a β-roll structure, with all the hydrophobic alanine side chains pointing inward, as shown in [Fig 1](#pcbi.1005446.g001){ref-type="fig"} \[[@pcbi.1005446.ref007]\]. This structure was found to be more stable than a structure reported earlier by Schor et al. where all the hydrophobic alanine side chains pointed outwards \[[@pcbi.1005446.ref014]\]. Now that the 'ground state' structure of the building block in the filament has been determined, we wish to learn more about how initially disordered polypeptides fold into the β-roll structure and assemble to form the filament.

![**Top view (A) and a side view (B) of the two-molecule** β **roll stack.** A typical β roll structure has two oppositely oriented β sheets (in green) that are connected by β turns (in pink) and a hydrophobic core with its hydrophobic side chains (as shown in B) buried in the roll.](pcbi.1005446.g001){#pcbi.1005446.g001}

Two different mechanisms have been proposed regarding the folding and docking of silk-inspired polypeptides. The first mechanism, the "template folding" (TF) mechanism, was deduced from the temporal evolution of CD spectra when the polypeptide (GAGAGAGE)~n~ formed fibrils \[[@pcbi.1005446.ref013]\]; according to TF the peptide starts to fold into a β roll structure once it attaches to the growing end of a pre-existing filament. The experimental growth rate of filaments is very low (one molecule-per-second) and the fibril formation is irreversible. The second mechanism, "solution folding" (SF), proposed by Schor et al. \[[@pcbi.1005446.ref015]\], is based on atomistic simulations, also for (GAGAGAGE); it claims that a polypeptide first folds in solution into a β-roll structure before it docks to the growing end of a fibril via Glu-Glu side chain interactions. Both mechanisms showed up in replica exchange Monte Carlo simulations carried out by Ni et al. \[[@pcbi.1005446.ref016]\], of the folding pathways of silk-inspired polypeptides with sequence \[EIAIAIAR\]~12~ (I is isoleucin and R is Arginine). They found that at low temperature the polypeptide folds into a β-roll configuration before docking to another molecule, but at high temperature it folds after docking to another molecule. It is important to point out here that the folding pathways proposed by Schor *et al*. \[[@pcbi.1005446.ref015]\] and by Ni *et al* \[[@pcbi.1005446.ref016]\] are based on the β-roll structure predicted by Schor *et al*. \[[@pcbi.1005446.ref014]\], which has all the alanine side chains pointing outwards from the β-roll. However, as mentioned earlier, our recent study \[[@pcbi.1005446.ref007]\] found that the β-roll structure formed by the silk-inspired polypeptide (GAGAGAGQ)~10~ has a higher probability to have a hydrophobic core than a hydrophobic shell, i.e. all the alanine side chains should point inwards rather than outwards. Therefore, the folding pathway of the more probable hydrophobic core structure still remains elusive.

We use an enhanced sampling method, accelerated molecular dynamics (aMD), to study the unfolding behavior of a two-molecule β roll stack. We choose this method because conventional molecular dynamics (cMD) simulations of the folding of a peptide into a β roll are too slow. This is understandable: the experimental time scale, corresponding to the addition of a single molecule to the growing end of a fibrils is thought to take about a second \[[@pcbi.1005446.ref013]\] which is orders of magnitude away from time scales reached in MD simulations. Accelerated molecular dynamics (aMD) has been used on many different oligomers and polypeptides, including alanine dipeptide \[[@pcbi.1005446.ref017]\], bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor (BPT1) \[[@pcbi.1005446.ref018]\], G-protein coupled receptors \[[@pcbi.1005446.ref019]\], and streptavidin-biotin complex \[[@pcbi.1005446.ref020]\]. One of the advantages of aMD compared to other enhanced sampling methods is that it does not require pre-defined reaction coordinates. This allows simulations to explore a broader range of hypothetical kinetic pathways than would otherwise be possible. In aMD simulations of proteins, boost potentials are added to the potential energy; for proteins one can choose to boost either the total potential energy of the system, or the dihedral energy, or both. The boost potential is only added to potentials below a pre-defined threshold energy; for energies above that level the original shape is retained. aMD makes barrier crossing between low energy states easier and therefore provides access to regions of conformational space that are unreachable in cMD simulations.

The long term goal of our study is to elucidate the folding mechanism of silk-inspired polypeptide, as well to identify the dominant forces that maintain the β roll configuration. As there is no unambiguous way to choose a representative starting configuration, we decided to focus on unfolding rather than folding, which should give us clues as to the likeliness of hypothetical folding pathways. To this end, we simulate a stack of two molecules having sequence (GAGAGAGQ)~10,~ each folded into a β roll with a hydrophobic core ([Fig 1](#pcbi.1005446.g001){ref-type="fig"}) and in explicit solvent. aMD is used to study the unfolding behavior of one of the β roll structures at systematically increased values for the threshold. We first study the system with a stack of two β roll molecules, using the lowest threshold. Then we simulate a system with a partially-fixed bottom template and a relatively high threshold; this enables us to observe the unfolding behavior of a single molecule on top of the template, and also gives us information about which forces are most important in maintaining the β roll structure. Finally, we challenge the system with partially-fixed bottom template by a further increase of the threshold to gain a better picture of the intermediate structures that form along the entire unfolding pathway.

The major findings in this paper are the following. First, we find that in the system without fixed atoms the molecules unfold in a step-wise fashion, and both molecules unfold completely by the end of the simulation. The unfolding is initiated mainly from the C terminal. Second, in the stack with a partially-fixed bottom template the top molecule has more difficulty unfolding than the molecules in the stack without any fixed atoms, indicating the importance of the template in stabilizing the folded structure of a β roll molecule in a stack. Third, there is a hierarchy of hydrogen bond strengths. Lateral hydrogen bonds formed between β strands within the β sheets in a β roll structure are stronger than the vertical hydrogen bonds within the β turns; H bonds are weaker when they are closer to the sides of the β turns. The lateral hydrogen bonds within the bottom layer in the top β roll molecule are stronger than those in the top layer, which suggests that the bottom template strengthens the hydrogen bonds within the β sheet that it contacts. As the aMD threshold on a system with partially-fixed bottom template is further increased, we find that the β roll on top tends to form hydrogen bonds with the bottom template to resist leaving it, revealing a "self-healing" property, which helps explain the toughness of the fibrils formed in the experiment.

Results {#sec002}
=======

Molecules in β roll structure unfold in a step-wise fashion {#sec003}
-----------------------------------------------------------

We begin by describing our aMD simulation results on the stack of two β roll molecules with sequence, (GAGAGAGQ)~10~, without fixed atoms, and at the lowest threshold as characterized by *n* = 2 in [Eq 7](#pcbi.1005446.e009){ref-type="disp-formula"}. (Recall that *n* is an integer in [Eq 7](#pcbi.1005446.e009){ref-type="disp-formula"} that determines the magnitude of the threshold as a multiple of the acceleration factor.)

In [Fig 2](#pcbi.1005446.g002){ref-type="fig"}, the order parameter of the top molecule, Ω, which measures the departure of the β roll from its ideal structure, is plotted against the simulation time, revealing the striking result that molecules in the β roll structure unfold in a step-wise fashion. In cMD simulations, Ω for the top molecule remains roughly constant around 62±2, indicating that the molecule stays in the β roll structure throughout the entire simulation. In contrast, in aMD it decreases in a step-wise fashion and eventually reaches zero. Roughly, five different plateaus can be discerned in the plot: 1--28 ns (Ω = 52), 32--48 ns (Ω = 38), 52--66 ns (Ω = 30), 70--74 ns (Ω = 24), and 78--90 ns (Ω = 2). The representative structures corresponding to the different states shown in [Fig 2](#pcbi.1005446.g002){ref-type="fig"} were calculated via clustering analysis. The step-wise unfolding of the β roll structure agrees well with single-molecule force spectroscopy (SMFS) measurements by Sapra et al. on the unfolding pathways of β-barrel-forming membrane proteins, OmpG \[[@pcbi.1005446.ref021]\]. By mechanically pulling on a single atom at one end of OmpG they found that each β hairpin of the OmpG β barrel unfolded either individually, or cooperatively with an adjacent β hairpin, causing the OmpG protein to unfold in a step-wise fashion.

![Order parameter, Ω, of the top molecule in the stack of two β roll molecules plotted against simulation time and representative structures at each stage from clustering analysis.\
The Ω of the top molecule in the cMD simulations (in blue) remains at around 62, and the Ω of the top molecule in the aMD simulations (in black) decreases in a step-wise fashion. The order parameter, Ω, at different stages of the aMD are labeled from a to j. The β roll is in a perfect condition with no strands off (a), then the first strand comes off N terminal (b); another strand comes of C terminal (c), followed by the second strand lifting off from C terminal (d), after which the second strand from C terminal goes back to the β roll (e); then the second strand comes off C terminal (f), followed by the third strand off the C terminal (g); then the third strand from the C terminal goes back (h), after that the third and the fourth strands come off C terminal simultaneously (i); finally the chain unwraps completely (j). The representative structures of each stage generated from clustering analysis are shown below the plot, with β sheets in green, β turns in pink and random coil structures in white. The bottom molecule is silver with a transparent representation.](pcbi.1005446.g002){#pcbi.1005446.g002}

The unfolding pathway of the top molecule in the stack as revealed by aMD simulation can be described as follows. The molecule starts from a perfect β roll structure (see [Fig 2(A)](#pcbi.1005446.g002){ref-type="fig"} with a Ω of \~ 62 and then reaches its first plateau which lasts from 1 ns to around 28 ns. The representative structure generated from clustering analysis is shown in [Fig 2(B)](#pcbi.1005446.g002){ref-type="fig"} with one strand lifted off from the N terminal. By 28 ns, another strand from the C terminal starts to come off the β roll structure as shown in [Fig 2(C)](#pcbi.1005446.g002){ref-type="fig"}. This is a transient state because the order parameter quickly moves to the second plateau that lasts from around 32 ns to 58 ns. The representative structures that occur during this plateau are shown in [Fig 2(D), 2(E) and 2(F)](#pcbi.1005446.g002){ref-type="fig"}. The majority of structures that occur during this plateau have one strand off of the C terminal and two strands off of the N terminal as in [Fig 2(D) and 2(F)](#pcbi.1005446.g002){ref-type="fig"}. The second strand from the N terminal goes back to the β roll structure for a short period of time within this plateau, from around 41 ns to 44 ns, as shown in [Fig 2(E)](#pcbi.1005446.g002){ref-type="fig"}. After 52 ns, the order parameter reaches another plateau, with Ω \~ 30, during which the third strand peels off the β roll from the C terminal as shown in [Fig 2(G)](#pcbi.1005446.g002){ref-type="fig"}. This strand goes back to the roll structure for a short period of time as shown in [Fig 1(H)](#pcbi.1005446.g001){ref-type="fig"}, and then quickly comes off the β roll together with the fourth strand from the C terminal at around 70 ns, as shown in [Fig 2(I)](#pcbi.1005446.g002){ref-type="fig"}. After that, there are only five strands left in the β roll structure, which is not enough to maintain the configuration. Starting at 73 ns, the molecule collapses quickly and becomes a random coil structure. Some refolding events occur during the unfolding process, mainly when one loose strand goes back to its original neighbor. For example, as shown in [Fig 2](#pcbi.1005446.g002){ref-type="fig"}, the second strand comes off the C terminal at stage d, then goes back to the C terminal at stage e, and finally comes off the C terminal again at stage f. Moreover, the third strand from the C terminal comes off at stage g, then goes back at stage h, and eventually comes off of the C terminal with the fourth strand at stage i.

The β roll molecules thus appear to unfold in an asymmetric fashion, namely mainly from the C terminal, as evidenced by the unfolding pathway just described. This finding agrees well with a report by Alsteens et al. based on a steered molecular dynamics (sMD) simulation study in which a prototypic TpsA protein, FHA \[[@pcbi.1005446.ref022]\] unfolds mainly from the C terminal. In addition, our simulation suggests that a β roll configuration needs to have a nucleus of a certain size to maintain its structure: the sequence (GAGAGAGQ)~10~ needs to have at least half of its strands, 5 strands, in a β roll structure, in order to maintain the β roll configuration. With less folded strands, it collapses and forms an amorphous configuration.

A second simulation of the two-molecule stack without fixed atoms having the same aMD boost parameter (n = 2) was performed in order to check for reproducibility. This second simulation was performed for 200 ns longer than the first simulation as the chain took longer to completely unfold. Both simulations exhibit step-wise unfolding behaviors as can be seen in [Fig 3](#pcbi.1005446.g003){ref-type="fig"}, which plots the order parameter, Ω, versus time for Simulations 1 and 2. The two simulations go through the same stages as the unwrapping occurs, each stage is outlined in blue in [Fig 3](#pcbi.1005446.g003){ref-type="fig"}. This similarity helps to support the reproducibility of our simulations of the unfolding process.

![Order parameter, Ω, of the top molecule in the stack of two β roll molecules plotted against simulation time of the simulation in [Fig 2](#pcbi.1005446.g002){ref-type="fig"} (black) and an additional simulation (red) with the same aMD boost parameter, n = 2.\
The order parameters of both simulations go through 3 stages (outlined in blue) before reaching zero.](pcbi.1005446.g003){#pcbi.1005446.g003}

Partially-fixed bottom template helps stabilize the β roll structure on top of it {#sec004}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

aMD simulations are then performed on systems containing a stack of (GAGAGAGQ)~10~ β roll molecules with a partially-fixed bottom template at the threshold potential energy with n = 2 in [Eq 7](#pcbi.1005446.e009){ref-type="disp-formula"}. By having a partially-fixed bottom template (as defined above), molecules in the stack do not unfold simultaneously and their unfolded strands do not entangle with each other. Thus we observe the unfolding behavior of just the molecule on top.

[Fig 4](#pcbi.1005446.g004){ref-type="fig"} shows the final structures in the three different types of simulations that we ran. The first type of simulation uses the threshold with *n* = 2 in [Eq 7](#pcbi.1005446.e009){ref-type="disp-formula"} and does not have any atoms fixed. As a result, both molecules in the stack in simulation 1 unfold completely after 80 ns; the snapshot in [Fig 4](#pcbi.1005446.g004){ref-type="fig"} (A) is taken at the point at which Ω = 0 in [Fig 3](#pcbi.1005446.g003){ref-type="fig"}. A similar completely unfolded state occurs after 140 ns for simulation 2 in [Fig 3](#pcbi.1005446.g003){ref-type="fig"}. The second type of simulation is performed on a system that contains a partially-fixed bottom template and uses an intermediate threshold with *n* = 2 in [Eq 7](#pcbi.1005446.e009){ref-type="disp-formula"}. As shown in [Fig 4(B)](#pcbi.1005446.g004){ref-type="fig"}, the final structure of the top molecule in the stack has three unfolded strands: one off at the N terminus, and two off at the C terminus. The third type of simulation is again for a system with partially-fixed bottom template, and uses the highest threshold with *n* = 2.5. Now, five strands unfold from the top β roll molecule, as seen in [Fig 4(C)](#pcbi.1005446.g004){ref-type="fig"}. This molecule does not unfold completely even after 300 ns of aMD simulations with an increased threshold, in stark contrast to the behavior observed in the system without partially-fixed template, where the chain collapses quickly when there are only 5 strands left in the β roll. These observations once again underline the importance of having a partially-fixed bottom template to stabilize the top β roll structure.

![**The final structures from three different sets of simulations of systems with** (A) a two-molecule stack of β roll structures without fixed atoms at lowest threshold, (B) a two-molecule stack of β roll molecules with partially-fixed bottom template and intermediate threshold, and (C) a two-molecules stack of β roll molecules with partially-fixed bottom template and highest threshold. The bottom template is colored gray and is transparent. Random coil structures are in white, β turns are in pink and β sheets are in green.](pcbi.1005446.g004){#pcbi.1005446.g004}

Unfolding of a two-molecule stack with partially-fixed bottom template reproduces that of a stack without partially-fixed bottom template {#sec005}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The unfolding process for the top molecule in the two molecule stack with partially-fixed bottom template and boosts n = 2.0 or n = 2.5 resembles that of the molecule in the stack with no atoms fixed. [Fig 5](#pcbi.1005446.g005){ref-type="fig"} plots the order parameters of the top molecule in the simulations with boost n = 2.5 and n = 2 against simulation time. The top molecule in the simulation with boost n = 2.5 ([Fig 5A](#pcbi.1005446.g005){ref-type="fig"}) shows that it goes through 5 stages to reach the final configuration, which has 3 strands coming off the N terminal and 2 strands coming off the C terminal. This stepwise unfolding is similar to the unfolding behavior of the top molecule in the stack without fixed atoms and n = 2 shown in [Fig 2](#pcbi.1005446.g002){ref-type="fig"}. The sequence of steps is: one strand comes off the N terminal, one strand comes off the C terminal, the second strand comes off the C terminal, the second strand comes off the N terminal, and finally the third strand comes off the N terminal. The only difference between the unfolding process for n = 2.5 with fixed atoms and n = 2 without fixed atoms is that the strands from N terminal come off earlier when n = 2.5 than when n = 2. The top molecule in the simulation with n = 2 and partially-fixed bottom template also unfolds in a step-wise fashion as shown in [Fig 5B](#pcbi.1005446.g005){ref-type="fig"}. Therefore, the unfolding behavior seems to be independent of the value of the boost potential.

![**Order parameter of the top molecule plotted against simulation time in simulations with partially-fixed bottom template and boosts (A) n = 2.5, and (B) n = 2.** The order parameter of both molecules are divided into several stages. Each stage corresponds to the unfolding stage labeled at the top of the graph.](pcbi.1005446.g005){#pcbi.1005446.g005}

Lateral hydrogen bonding is stronger than vertical hydrogen bonding {#sec006}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

To identify the dominant forces in the β roll structure, we plot, for the selected hydrogen bonding atom pairs indicated in [Fig 6](#pcbi.1005446.g006){ref-type="fig"}, hydrogen bond potentials of mean force (PMF) versus distance in Figs [7](#pcbi.1005446.g007){ref-type="fig"} and [8](#pcbi.1005446.g008){ref-type="fig"}. These are based on the trajectories generated by the aMD simulations with boost potential n = 2 and partially-fixed bottom template. Note that here we present the unweighted PMF versus the distance of hydrogen bonded pairs of only one of the two simulations-performed using boost potential n = 2 and partially fixed bottom template (recall that we performed two simulations for each set of parameters as shown in [Table 1](#pcbi.1005446.t001){ref-type="table"} in the method section). The unweighted PMF versus the distance of hydrogen bonded pairs of the other simulation is provided in the supporting information in [S2 Fig](#pcbi.1005446.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S3 Fig](#pcbi.1005446.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Hydrogen bonds in a β roll configuration are categorized as being either lateral or vertical (see [Fig 6](#pcbi.1005446.g006){ref-type="fig"}). Lateral hydrogen bonds refer to the ones formed between the neighboring β strands in a single β sheet, or between neighboring β turns, and vertical hydrogen bonds refer to the ones between atoms in the top and bottom of a single β turn, or between atoms in the β turns of top and bottom molecules. All the unweighted potential of mean force profiles in [Fig 7](#pcbi.1005446.g007){ref-type="fig"} (lateral H bonds) and 8 (vertical H bonds) are calculated with three different bin sizes, resulting in three curves for each plot. These curves match well with each other, indicating that we have enough samples for the calculation.

![Illustration of lateral H-bonds and vertical H-bonds in the stack of two β roll molecules showing β strands (green) and β turns (pink) involved in the H-bonding calculation.\
Lateral H-bonds (blue dashed line) are between β sheets and between β turns. Vertical H-bonds (red dash-dot line) are within β turns or between a turn in the top molecule and a turn in the bottom molecule.](pcbi.1005446.g006){#pcbi.1005446.g006}

![Unweighted PMF plotted against the distance between the [lateral]{.ul} hydrogen bonded atom pairs shown in [Fig 4](#pcbi.1005446.g004){ref-type="fig"} (blue dashed line) from one aMD simulation using boost potential n = 2 and partially-fixed bottom template.\
Three different bin sizes are shown in these plots. The hydrogen bonding pairs being presented are the oxygen atom on the 51th GLY residue and the hydrogen atom on the 68th ALA residue (a); the hydrogen atom on the 53rd GLY residue and oxygen atom on the 68th ALA residue (b); the oxygen atom on the 53th GLY residue and hydrogen atom on the 70th ALA residue (c); the oxygen atom on the 56th GLN residue and hydrogen atom on the 73rd GLY residue (d); the oxygen atom on the 59th GLY residue and hydrogen atom on the 76th ALA residue (e); the hydrogen atom on the 61st GLY residue and oxygen atom on the 76th ALA residue (f); and the oxygen atom on the 61st GLY residue and hydrogen atom on the 78th ALA residue (g).](pcbi.1005446.g007){#pcbi.1005446.g007}

10.1371/journal.pcbi.1005446.t001

###### Simulation lengths and threshold energies for the three different types of accelerated MD simulations (aMD).

![](pcbi.1005446.t001){#pcbi.1005446.t001g}

  Systems (2 simulations for each parameter)                       Simulation Length (ns)   Thresholds used in aMD characterized by n[^a^](#t001fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}
  ---------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------ ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Two-molecule β roll stack                                        100                      Threshold with n = 2
  Two-molecule β roll stack                                        200                      Threshold with n = 2
  Two-molecule β roll stack with partially-fixed bottom template   300                      Threshold with n = 2
  Two-molecule β roll stack with partially-fixed bottom template   400                      Threshold with n = 2
  Two-molecule β roll stack with partially-fixed bottom template   300                      Threshold with n = 2.5
  Two-molecule β roll stack with partially-fixed bottom template   400                      Threshold with n = 2.5

^a^The number of acceleration factors, α~total,~ included in the threshold in [Eq 3](#pcbi.1005446.e003){ref-type="disp-formula"}.

The unweighted PMFs associated with the hydrogen bonded atom pairs in Figs [7](#pcbi.1005446.g007){ref-type="fig"} and [8](#pcbi.1005446.g008){ref-type="fig"} have global minima at \~ 1.9 angstroms, indicating that these atoms prefer to stay within the hydrogen bonding distance. This reveals that the original β roll structure, in which all these atoms can form hydrogen bonds, is more stable than the unfolded structure, where only a few H bonds are possible. The hydrogen bonding strengths are taken to be the values of the PMF at the first peak in the PMF versus distance curves.

![Unweighted PMF versus the distance between the [vertical]{.ul} hydrogen bonded atoms pairs shown in [Fig 4](#pcbi.1005446.g004){ref-type="fig"} (red dash-dot line) for one aMD simulation using boost potential n = 2 and partially-fixed bottom template.\
The hydrogen bonding pairs being presented are the oxygen atom on the 63rd GLY residue and the hydrogen atom on the 66th ALA residue (a); the oxygen atom on the 71st GLY residue and the hydrogen atom on the 74th ALA residue (b); the oxygen atom on the 73rd ALA residue and the hydrogen atom on the 152nd residue (c).](pcbi.1005446.g008){#pcbi.1005446.g008}

The average hydrogen bond strengths in the two simulations with boost potential n = 2 and partially-fixed bottom template are given in [Fig 9](#pcbi.1005446.g009){ref-type="fig"}. The figure shows the hydrogen bonding strengths for the lateral hydrogen bonds between β strands (green) and between β turns (pink), and the vertical hydrogen bonds within β turns (blue) and between the turns in the top and bottom molecules (yellow). The first 3 columns represent the strengths of the lateral hydrogen bonds between the neighboring β strands in the top layer of the β roll structure as shown in [Fig 6](#pcbi.1005446.g006){ref-type="fig"}. The strengths of the lateral hydrogen bonds along the β strands in both the top and bottom layers of the β roll molecule are weaker when the hydrogen bonds are closer to the β turns: e.g. the hydrogen bonds between residues 51--68 and between residues 53--70 have a lower strength than the hydrogen bonds between residues 53--68. The strength of the lateral hydrogen bond formed between residues 56--73, indicated by the height of the 4th bar, is weaker than the lateral hydrogen bonds within the bottom layer but stronger than the lateral hydrogen bonds within the top layer of the top β roll molecule. Something similar is observed for the hydrogen bonds between neighboring β strands in the bottom layer of the β roll structure; see the 5th, 6th and 7th columns in [Fig 9](#pcbi.1005446.g009){ref-type="fig"}.

![Hydrogen bonding strengths obtained from unweighted PMF profiles versus different hydrogen bonded residue pairs averaged over two aMD simulations with boost potential n = 2 and partially-fixed bottom template.\
Lateral H-bonds between strands (green) and lateral H-bonds between turns (pink), vertical H-bonds within turns (blue) and vertical H-bond between the two molecules (yellow).](pcbi.1005446.g009){#pcbi.1005446.g009}

The lateral hydrogen bonds in the lower layer of the β roll structure are clearly stronger than those in the upper layer of the β roll structure. As seen in [Fig 9](#pcbi.1005446.g009){ref-type="fig"}, the 5th, 6th and 7th columns representing the hydrogen bonding strength in the bottom layer of the β roll, are higher than the first three columns representing the hydrogen bonding strength in the top layer of the β roll. This is likely a consequence of the bottom layer in the top molecule being in direct contact with the bottom template. The effect of stacking on the stability of the roll was investigated in our previous study \[[@pcbi.1005446.ref007]\]; there we found that stacking helps stabilize the β roll structure by increasing the number of intra-molecular hydrogen bonds in each β roll molecule. Here we see that in terms of bond energies that conclusion is confirmed.

The vertical hydrogen bonds are usually weaker than the lateral hydrogen bonds. This can be observed by comparing the heights in [Fig 9](#pcbi.1005446.g009){ref-type="fig"} of the first 7 columns, which represent the strengths of the lateral hydrogen bonds, with the heights of the last 3 columns, which represent the strengths of the vertical hydrogen bonds. The heights of the two blue columns in [Fig 9](#pcbi.1005446.g009){ref-type="fig"}, which represent hydrogen bonds within the β turns, are smaller than those of the first 7 columns, representing the lateral hydrogen bonds. This signifies that lateral hydrogen bonds play a more important roll than vertical hydrogen bonds in keeping the molecule in a β roll configuration. The height of the yellow bar, which represents the average strength of the hydrogen bond between the top and bottom molecules (there is one such bond per strand), is slightly lower than that of the first three columns, indicating that the hydrogen bonds between the two molecules are almost as strong as the lateral hydrogen bonds between the β strands in the upper layer of the top molecule. This suggests that the hydrogen bonds between the two molecules also play a significant role in maintaining the β roll structure of the top molecule.

Higher threshold simulations reveal other potential structures and self-healing ability {#sec007}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In the simulation with the highest threshold energy, where n = 2.5 in [Eq 7](#pcbi.1005446.e009){ref-type="disp-formula"}, and a partially-fixed bottom template, a new intermediate structure shows up. It contains a β hairpin structure and an anti-parallel β sheet formed by strands from the top and bottom molecules. [Fig 10(A)](#pcbi.1005446.g010){ref-type="fig"} shows the unweighted PMF versus the distance between the hydrogen on GLN (residue 24) and the oxygen on ALA (residue 26). Two minima are identified in the plot, a local minimum at short distance (a) and a global minimum further out (b). The intermediate structure associated with the local minimum is shown in [Fig 10(B)](#pcbi.1005446.g010){ref-type="fig"} and its side view is shown in [Fig 10(C)](#pcbi.1005446.g010){ref-type="fig"}. The structure associated with the global minimum is a distorted β roll structure as shown in [Fig 10(D)](#pcbi.1005446.g010){ref-type="fig"}. The potential well of the intermediate structure is located at \~ 2 angstroms, indicating that a hydrogen bond forms between the hydrogen on GLN (residue 24) and the oxygen on ALA (residue 26), i.e., residues 24, 25 and 26 have formed a three-amino-acid turn. Strands 3 and 4 form an antiparallel β sheet structure. Taken together, the turn and the antiparallel structures are essentially a typical β hairpin structure. Another anti-parallel β sheet is formed between strand 2 in the top molecule and the silver strand in the bottom molecule. A side view of this structure is seen in [Fig 10(C)](#pcbi.1005446.g010){ref-type="fig"} which shows how strands 2 and 3 traverse the interface between the two molecules. The reason this structure forms is that the first strand from the N terminal in the bottom template is not fixed and breaks loose. This provides enough room for the second and third strands of the top molecule to reach down one layer, forming β sheets with the strand in the bottom template.

![The PMF profile of hydrogen atom on GLN and the oxygen atom on ALA and corresponding representative structure at each minimum.\
The unweighted potential mean force associated with hydrogen atom on GLN and the oxygen atom on ALA is plotted against the distance between the two atoms (A). Two minima are identified, a local minimum, a, and a global minimum, b. An intermediate structure (B) and its side view (C) correspond to the energy local minimum a. A distorted β roll structure associated with the global minimum of energy, b, is shown as (D).](pcbi.1005446.g010){#pcbi.1005446.g010}

The anti-parallel β sheet formed by strands from the top and bottom molecules in the intermediate structure is of particular interest to us as this configuration could potentially inhibit the unfolding process. In a long fibril with many molecules, the molecules in a β roll structure will probably not always stack as perfectly as in our starting configuration, meaning that strands from some molecules could potentially form β sheets with their folded neighbors, thus preventing the unfolding process. We call this a self-healing ability because it seems to hinder the β roll molecule from completely unwrapping; it might be one reason why the fibrils observed in the experiments are very strong.

Considering the results obtained here with respect to unfolding, we tentatively propose a hypothetical folding pathway; we emphasize that this is highly speculative and should not be considered as a conclusion supported by the simulation data obtained here, but rather as a direction for further studies. The folding process most likely starts with docking of a disordered silk-like (GAGAGAGX)~n~ domain on a pre-folded molecule acting as template. This consistent with the observation that the template provides stability to the folded roll, and with the experimental fact that secondary structure develops in parallel with fibril growth. The disordered domain has to remain long enough in the docked state to allow for nucleation of a minimal folded part, *e*.*g*., a 5-stranded β solenoid. This step has a very low probability and is therefore likely to be rate-determining, accounting for the very low growth rates observed experimentally^11^. Moreover, it also would explain why silk-like domains of higher number of repeating units, which are likely to have longer residence times and a higher nucleation probability, tend to give faster growth \[[@pcbi.1005446.ref023]\]. Once nucleation has occurred, the remainder of the silk-like domain can fold to form the complete β solenoid.

Discussion {#sec008}
==========

We used accelerated molecular dynamics (aMD) simulations to investigate the unfolding of a stack of two β roll molecules, (GAGAGAGQ)~10~. Although much is known of about the structure of the β solenoid, very little is known about the partially folded conformation of the silk-like polypeptide or the details of the folding/unfolding process. Unfolding simulations can help us understand biological processes and, when well sampled, can provide us with partially-folded structures. aMD is able to maintain the original shape of the energy landscape and let the molecule sample conformational space fairly naturally.

Our goal was to identify the dominant forces that keep the silk-inspired polypeptide in a β roll configuration, to investigate the unfolding mechanism of silk-inspired polypeptides. The β roll structure that we use in this study was obtained from our previous investigation of the stable configuration of the β roll using the same sequence (GAGAGAGA)~10~. Unlike the structure proposed by Schor et al. \[[@pcbi.1005446.ref014]\] where all the alanine residues pointed out, forming a hydrophobic shell, the structure used in this study possesses a hydrophobic core which we have shown to be more stable than that with a hydrophobic shell \[[@pcbi.1005446.ref007]\].

The size of the boost potential was chosen carefully. It should not be so small that unfolding is unlikely to occur, as this would essentially be the same as a conventional MD simulation and it should not be too strong, because this might induce an unrealistic unfolding process. The number of boost potentials added to the original potential, n, was therefore chosen to reveal both the unfolding and the any spontaneous refolding of the polypeptide that occurred during the simulations. The unfolding process of the molecule on top without any fixed atoms showed rejoining of the strands as well as unfolding. Moreover, we saw that the unfolding process can be reproduced by additional simulations with the same parameters and even by simulations with different boost potentials.

To justify the convergence of our simulations, the relaxation time of the peptide backbone vectors is estimated from the time autocorrelation function profile. [S1 Fig](#pcbi.1005446.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} show a plot of the time correlation function of the out-of-plane vectors (the vector that is perpendicular to the plane formed by 3 consecutive carbon atoms) of the polypeptide versus the simulation time. The time at which this reaches zero gives a measure of the relaxation time of the peptide \[[@pcbi.1005446.ref007]\]. The relaxation time is less than 10 ns for simulations without fixed atoms, indicating that our 100ns simulation is long enough to reach equilibrium. The 300 ns simulations with partially-fixed bottom template have relaxation times less than 100 ns, which indicates that the molecules in these systems have reached equilibrium.

By comparing the unfolding order parameter, Ω, versus simulation time between cMD and aMD, we found that a molecule in a stack of two β roll molecules unfolds in a step-wise fashion, i.e. one β strand in the β roll molecule at a time, which agrees well with the experimental study on transmembrane β-barrel protein OmpG by Sapra et al. \[[@pcbi.1005446.ref021]\]. We also found that it unfolds mainly from the C terminal, which matches with the simulation study on a prototypic TpsA protein, FHA by Alsteens et. al \[[@pcbi.1005446.ref022]\]. Through observing the unfolding and spontaneous refolding of single strand in the β roll structure, we get a better idea of the possible intermediates that might occur during the folding process. Schor et al. \[[@pcbi.1005446.ref015]\] hypothesize that the molecule folds into a β roll structure with a hydrophobic shell by itself, then docks onto another preformed β roll molecule, a "roll n' dock" process.

The bottom template is found to play an important role in stabilizing the β roll structure of the molecule on top. This was concluded by comparing the final structure in three sets of simulations with systematically increased threshold energies. At the lowest threshold energy, both molecules unfold and have a random coil structure by the end of the simulation for systems without any fixed atoms. When the bottom template is partially fixed, the top molecule is unable to unfold completely, even by the end of 300 ns simulations, indicating the significance of the bottom template in stabilizing the molecule on top of it.

We further elucidate how the bottom template stabilizes the top β role molecule by quantifying the strengths of the various intra and inter molecular hydrogen bonds. The lateral hydrogen bonds in the lower layer of the top molecule are stronger than those in its upper layer, indicating that the bottom template strengthens the hydrogen bonds in the lower layer of the top molecule. We further confirm the stabilizing effect of the bottom template reported in our previous investigation, in which we concluded that the bottom template induces more intramolecular hydrogen bonds in the top molecule when it docks on to the bottom template\[[@pcbi.1005446.ref007]\]. We also found that the lateral hydrogen bonds between the β strands in a β roll configuration become weaker as they get close to the β turns. This is due to the fact that the β turn structure is more flexible than the β sheet structure in the β roll molecule. Vertical hydrogen bonds within the β roll structure are considerably weaker than lateral hydrogen bonds, signifying the importance of lateral hydrogen bonds in stabilizing the β roll structure.

Finally, an intermediate structure was found containing a β hairpin and an anti-parallel β sheet formed by strands from the top and bottom molecules, revealing the self-healing ability of the β roll stack. The β hairpin structures can form fibrils by themselves as reported by other studies \[[@pcbi.1005446.ref022], [@pcbi.1005446.ref023]\] in which β hairpins first stack by hydrophobic interactions and then assemble via hydrogen bonds. Here we found β hairpins in the stack of two silk-inspired molecules, indicating that these β hairpins may also play a role in stabilizing silk-inspired fibrils with many molecules. Such β sheets formed between pairs of molecules, an inter-protein β sheet structure, were also reported by Razzokov et al., who studied a sequence similar to ours, (GAGAGAGE)~5~, using replica exchange molecular dynamics\[[@pcbi.1005446.ref024]\]. Overall, the strength of the fibril of β roll molecules comes not only from the stability of each individual molecule, but also from the cooperative effect provided by the anti-parallel β sheet structures formed by strands from the top and bottom molecules. Our results led us to tentatively propose a hypothetical folding pathway that is consistent with the experimental results.

Methods {#sec009}
=======

Conventional molecular dynamics {#sec010}
-------------------------------

In our previous paper^7^, we performed conventional explicit-solvent atomistic molecular dynamics simulations on a stack of two β roll molecules with a sequence (GAGAGAGQ)~10~ using Amber 12 and the ff12SB force field. The simulation details can be found in our previous paper\[7). The last 50 ns of those trajectories were used to calculate the time averages of the total potential energy of the system as well as the dihedral energy of the peptides.

General form of accelerated molecular dynamic {#sec011}
---------------------------------------------

The general principles of aMD are as follows. A boost potential Δ*V*(*r*) is added to the original potential energy surface of the system when the system's potential energy is lower than a predefined threshold energy, *E* \[[@pcbi.1005446.ref025]\], as shown in [Fig 11](#pcbi.1005446.g011){ref-type="fig"}. $$\begin{array}{l}
{V*(r) = V(r) + \Delta V(r),\mspace{9mu} V(r) < E,} \\
{V*(r) = V(r),\mspace{9mu} V(r) \geq E,} \\
\end{array}$$ where V\*(r) is the modified (boosted) potential energy, V(r) is the original potential energy (which could be the total potential energy of the system or the dihedral energy of the polypeptide) and r is a positional degree of freedom or a torsional degree of freedom, etc. The general form of the boost potential, Δ*V*(*r*) is given by the equation below: $$\Delta V(r) = \frac{{(E - V(r))}^{2}}{\alpha + E - V(r)}$$ where *α* is the acceleration factor. The acceleration factor is a parameter that governs the size of the boost. As it gets smaller, the energy surface becomes flatter, thus improving the likelihood of transitions between low energy states. The gist of the method therefore is that the global pattern of the potential energy is maintained, but barriers become smaller, allowing easier passage.

![Illustration of aMD simulation.\
Graph of V(r) versus r showing a low threshold potential energy, E, (black horizontal line) and a high threshold potential energy, E', (blue horizontal line). In an aMD simulation, a boost ΔV(r) is added to the original potential energy landscape V(r) when the system potential or the dihedral energy is lower than the predefined threshold E, resulting in the boosted potential energy, V\*(r) (dashed red line). Regions of the potential energy curve that are above the threshold energy maintain their original form. If the threshold energy is increased to E', a larger boost potential energy, ΔV'(r) is added to the original free energy. In that case another free energy minimum goes below the new threshold, E', resulting in a boost potential added to that region. The shape of the energy surface and the position of the energy minimum remain the same after adding the boost.](pcbi.1005446.g011){#pcbi.1005446.g011}

Dual-boost accelerated molecular dynamics {#sec012}
-----------------------------------------

Dual-boost aMD simulations are performed in our investigation, which means boost potential energies are added to both the total potential energy of the system and to the dihedral energy of the polypeptides. The total potential energy of the system V~total~ (r) consists of the dihedral energy V~dihedral~(r) and the non-dihedral energy V~non-dihedral~(r) as shown below, $${V_{total}(r) = V_{non - dihedral}(r) + V_{dihedral}(r)}.$$

In a dual boost aMD simulation, a boost potential ΔV~dihedral~(r) is first added to the dihedral energy of the peptide as in [Eq 4](#pcbi.1005446.e004){ref-type="disp-formula"} below, $$V_{dihedral}^{*}(r) = V_{dihedral}(r) + \Delta V_{dihedral}(r)$$ where $V_{dihedral}^{*}(r)$ is the modified dihedral energy of the peptide. Then a boost potential ΔV~total~(r) is added to the total potential energy of the system as shown in [Eq 5](#pcbi.1005446.e006){ref-type="disp-formula"} below, $$V_{total}^{*}(r) = \left\{ V_{non - dihedral}(r) + V_{dihedral}^{*}(r) \right\} + \Delta V_{total}(r)$$ where $V_{total}^{*}(r)$ is the modified total potential energy and ΔV~total~(r) is the boost potential energy added to the total potential energy of the system, V~total~(r).

The equations used to calculate the boost potential of the total potential energy of the system V~total~ (r) and the boost potential of the dihedral energy V~dihedral~(r) are $$\begin{array}{l}
{\Delta V_{total}(r) = \frac{{(E_{total} - V_{total}(r))}^{2}}{\alpha_{total} + E_{total} - V_{total}(r)}} \\
{\Delta V_{dihedral}(r) = \frac{{(E_{dihedral} - V_{dihedral}(r))}^{2}}{\alpha_{dihedral} + E_{dihedral} - V_{dihedral}(r)}} \\
\end{array}$$ where *E*~total~ and *E*~dihedral~ are the thresholds for the total energy and dihedral energy, and *α*~total~ and *α*~dihedral~ are the acceleration factors for the total potential energy and dihedral energy. Note that these equations are of the same form as [Eq 2](#pcbi.1005446.e002){ref-type="disp-formula"}.

The pre-defined thresholds, *E*~total~ and *E*~dihedral~, and the acceleration factors, *α*~total~ and *α*~dihedral~, for the two types of boosts are calculated as below, $$\begin{array}{l}
{\mspace{9mu} E_{dihedral} = V_{avg\_ dihedral} + 3.5 \times N_{res},\ \alpha_{dihedral} = 3.5 \times N_{res}/5} \\
{E_{total} = V_{avg\_ total} + n \times \alpha_{total},\quad\alpha_{total} = 0.2 \times N_{atoms}\mspace{9mu}\left( {n = 1,2,3\ldots} \right)} \\
\end{array}$$ where *V*~avg_dihed~ and *V*~avg_total~ are time averages of the dihedral energy and total potential energy obtained from conventional molecular dynamics (cMD). These are calculated only once, before running the aMD simulations, to generate the value of thresholds. The parameters *N*~res~ and *N*~atoms~ are the number of polypeptide residues and the number of atoms in the system, respectively; *n* in [Eq 7](#pcbi.1005446.e009){ref-type="disp-formula"} is an integer that determines the magnitude of the threshold as a multiple of the acceleration factor.

Consequently, there are only four input parameters in an aMD simulation: *E*~dihedral~, α~dihedral~, E~total~ and α~total~. All the other parameters are calculated based on these four values. Sometimes we increase the threshold of the total potential, *E*~total~, by making the value of *n* in [Eq 7](#pcbi.1005446.e009){ref-type="disp-formula"} larger, to let the system access more conformational space. Increasing the threshold of the total potential energy enables more energy minima to lie below the threshold and have boost potentials added to them. As shown in [Fig 11](#pcbi.1005446.g011){ref-type="fig"}, the third free energy minimum from the left does not get an added boost potential when the threshold is E. When the threshold to is increased to E', the third minimum falls below the threshold, so a boost potential is added to it. This facilitates the transition between the second and the third minima. We used different threshold energies in different sets of simulations in our investigation, so the value of *n* in [Eq 7](#pcbi.1005446.e009){ref-type="disp-formula"} varies from simulation to simulation.

aMD simulation of the β roll stack {#sec013}
----------------------------------

We ran three types of aMD simulations on the stack of two **β** roll molecules (GAGAGAGQ)12~10~ shown in [Fig 1](#pcbi.1005446.g001){ref-type="fig"} and two simulations for each set of aMD boost parameter as shown in [Table 1](#pcbi.1005446.t001){ref-type="table"}. The first type of simulation uses the lowest threshold potential energy with n = 2 in [Eq 7](#pcbi.1005446.e009){ref-type="disp-formula"}. This type of simulation is performed for 100 ns. The second and the third type of simulations use increased threshold potential energies with n = 2 and 2.5, respectively, and are performed for 300 ns each. During the first type of simulation, no atoms are fixed. However, during the second and the third types of simulations, 10 C~α~ atoms in the glycine (G) residues at the bottom of the β turns on both sides of the β roll molecule are spatially fixed to maintain the bottom template's β roll configuration, as shown in [Fig 12](#pcbi.1005446.g012){ref-type="fig"}. These atoms are restrained with a force of 10 kcal/mol, and were chosen to mimic the presence of a substrate. In experiment, a substrate is used to grow fibrils; the fibrils are found to grow perpendicular to the substrate \[[@pcbi.1005446.ref016],[@pcbi.1005446.ref026]\]. Fixing specific atoms in the bottom β roll molecule helps maintain the bottom molecule in a β roll configuration, while allowing some flexibility to the chain. The simulation times, as well as the number of acceleration factors added to the average system's total potential energy for different types of simulations are summarized in [Table 1](#pcbi.1005446.t001){ref-type="table"}.

![**Illustration of fixed atoms in the bottom β roll molecule with sequence (GAGAGAGQ)**~**10**~ **in both normal view (A) and side view (B).** The fixed atoms (cyan beads) are the Cα atoms on the glycine residues on each side of the β roll below the β turns (in pink). The parallel β sheets are in green and random structures are in white.](pcbi.1005446.g012){#pcbi.1005446.g012}

Potential mean force calculation {#sec014}
--------------------------------

Hydrogen bonds play a very important role in keeping the folded and stacked structure together. We therefore pay specific attention to the strength of these bonds, by calculating potential of mean force (PMF) profiles. Potential mean force (PMF), used synonymously in the literature to indicate a free energy profile, examines the change of a system's free energy as a function of some specific reaction coordinate, such as the lateral distance between the hydrogen bonding sites on two neighboring β strands or the vertical distance between hydrogen bonding sites within a **β** turn structure or between the two stacking molecules. In this work we take as our reaction coordinates the distances between the important hydrogen bonded atoms pairs. The strength of the hydrogen bonds can be gleaned from the height of the first peak in these PMF profiles. The dominant forces controlling docking and folding of the **β** roll can then be determined by comparing the strengths of these hydrogen bonds. Usually, the free energy profiles generated from the aMD simulations need to be reweighted using the Boltzmann factor for the boost potential \[[@pcbi.1005446.ref017]\]. However, given the large size of our system, there is a large noise associated with reweighting the free energy profile. Therefore, and since we use the profiles only for comparative purposes, unweighted PMF profiles are presented in this paper. A similar approach was used in a study of the free energy landscape of large systems of G-protein coupled receptors \[[@pcbi.1005446.ref019]\] by Miao et al.

The unweighted potential of mean force or F(A~j~) is calculated as a function of the distance A~j~ between hydrogen-bonded partners, for different atoms pairs. The relevant equation is F(A~j~) = -k~B~Tln p(A~j~), where p (A~j~) signifies the probability of finding the atoms pairs within A~j~ (distances are divided into a number of equally distributed bins with index j), k~B~ is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the temperature of the system.

The hydrogen bonded atom pairs used to calculate the potential mean force (PMF) are constantly forming and breaking with time. [S1 Table](#pcbi.1005446.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"} gives the hydrogen-bonding average lifetimes which were calculated in the following way. In the hydrogen-bonding data set, we define a hydrogen bonding indicator for each pair of atoms to be 1.0 when they are hydrogen bonded and 0.0 when they are not. The average lifetime is determined by averaging the length of time that a particular hydrogen bond is present continuously. As shown in [S1 Table](#pcbi.1005446.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, the number of times that the hydrogen bonds form and break varies from 2007 times to 6808 time. The maximum lifetime for hydrogen bonded atom pairs in PMF calculations is between 50 ps and 223 ps. The average lifetime for atom pairs in PMF calculations is from 6.123 ps to 24.0842 ps. It is apparent that the hydrogen bonds are constantly breaking and forming, over our simulations which of to 300,000 ps.

Unfolding order parameter {#sec015}
-------------------------

In order to characterize the state of molecules with respect to folding, an unfolding order parameter, Ω, is needed which measures departures of the β roll from its ideal structure. We here define Ω as the number of amino acids that are at an appropriate distance to the neighbor they would have in an ideal β roll structure, *e*.*g*., by counting pairs of residues i and i+16, that are within a distance of 4.0 to 6.0 angstroms of each other. This typical range has been inferred from cMD simulations during which the molecules retain their β roll structure. When the (GAGAGAGQ)~10~ peptide (which has a total of 80 residues) is in a perfect β roll structure there are 64 pairs (i, i + 16), so that the maximum value of Ω is 64.

Supporting information {#sec016}
======================

###### Time correlation function of peptide backbone Cα-Cα bond unit vectors out of plane.

Relaxation time of peptide backbone vectors can be estimated from time autocorrelation profile for (A) peptides without fixed atoms and boost n = 2 (B) peptides with partially fixed bottom template and boost n = 2 and (C) peptides with partially fixed bottom template and boost n = 2.5.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Unweighted PMF plotted against the distance between the lateral hydrogen bonded atom pairs shown in [Fig 4](#pcbi.1005446.g004){ref-type="fig"} (blue dashed line from aMD).

This is for the second set of aMD simulations using boost potential n = 2 and partially-fixed bottom template.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Unweighted PMF plotted against the distance between the vertical hydrogen bonded atom pairs.

This is for the second set of aMD simulations using boost potential n = 2 and partially-fixed bottom template.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Hydrogen bonding lifetime for Lateral and Vertical Hydrogen-bonded Atom Pairs.

(XLSX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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